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1. Descri tion of E ui ment

Local Starter LPF 36 is a disconnect switch type combination motor controller
(starter) which is housed in a small sheet metal enclosure and mounted locally
near its controlled load (Fan S-69).

2. Test Criteria and Plan

Tests shall be conducted to determine if LPF36 motor contacts main power
contacts change state during a seismic event such as the postulated Hosgri
event. Such an event is referred to in this procedure as an SSE. Change of
state occurs if a closed contact opens or an open contact closes. Acceptance
criteria is that no change of state occurs with either contactor energized
or de-energized. Additionally the contactor shall be tested for satisfactory
operation during the test. As the equipment has been tested previously in
accordance with Wyle Laboratories Test Procedure 3642 only a series of SSE
tests need be conducted. The seismic requirements are the same as for the
earlier testing and they are defined in ALE�'s Test Procedure No. 3642, dated
30 November, 1977.

3. Test Procedure and Set-u

LPF36 shall be bolted to a rigid support structure on the shake table in a
manner simulating actual field mounting. Connecte main power contacts to
stip chart recorder and calibrate recorder to provide good visual record of
the state of the contacts, either open or closed. Provide 120 VAC control
power and double pole switch for control of contactor. See Attachment "A".
Close disconnect switch
a) Run one SSE with contactor de-energized
b) Run one SSE with contactor energized
c) Run one SSE, energizing contactor 10 seconds* into the run and de-

energizing. the contactor 10* seconds later.
d) Rotate the equipment 90 degrees on the table and repeat steps a), b)

and c) above.
e) Verify proper contactor operation before and after completing the

above test.

* Time given is for guidance only and need not be accurate,
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